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Instructions

• This assignment is optional. It will not count towards your grade. But it is
recommended that you take a look and get answers to the questions. The
deadline is May 21st, 2013 before midnight.

• You must answer the questions by yourself, but you may discusss the results of
experiments with other students. We recommend you to submit questions to
our Piazza forum where you can get help from both instructors and students.

• Send an assignment report, along with all of your source code, to the TA
ONLY. The email address is xiang.zhang@nyu.edu. Please make everything
in one tar ball or zip file, naming it as: LASTNAME FIRSTNAME.tar.gz

• Wirte all your answers to the questions below to the report, in pdf format.
Please do not include any doc, docx, odt, html or plain texts. If you hate
writing maths in computers, we can accept hand-written reports submitted
before the deadline. You still have to send all the source code to the TA if you
choose to submit a hand-written report.

• Do not include any dataset in your submission.

• We accept late submissions, but there will be some penalty on your score.

Note: If you get stuck, it is recommended that you refer to the following materials of Hadoop:
• Tutorial from YDN: http://developer.yahoo.com/hadoop/tutorial
• Hadoop Streaming: http://hadoop.apache.org/docs/stable/streaming.html

1. (20 points) (Get hands on Hadoop) Using Hadoop streaming, design mapper and reducer pro-
grams to do the following. In your report, please specify in what data format or how will you
define the (key,value) pair for your mapper output and recuder outputs. If you use any spe-
cialized partitioner other than the default key-based partitioner, also specify the partitioner’s
working mechanism. Please submit all the programs along with a record of your execution
results (that is, those part-xxxxx files), and a text file detailing how to execute your script
using Hadoop streaming.

(a) (3 points) Count how many characters ‘:’ are there in rcv1.train.txt.

(b) (3 points) Count how many distinct kinds features are there in rcv1.train.txt.
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(c) (5 points) Use the 20 Newsgroup Dataset:
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/theo-20/www/data/news20.html

Design a program to count how many times a word occurs in all the files. Is there a way
that your reducer can get the percentage of word counts?

(d) (9 points) Use the ImageNet dataset already available on the cluster. For each class of
images, get the longest common bytes from the beginning of all the JPEG files. You may
need to utilize a text file listing all the JPEG files. You may need to design a text encoding
of bytes, such as a sequence of explicit hexadecimal numbers, if it were to be transmitted
using Hadoop streaming. Notice that the part of the file name beginning with ’n’ and a
sequence of digit identifies a label of the image.

2. (40 points) (One-vs-one multiclass classification using hadoop) In this part we seek to program
a feature extractor using the mapper operation and several classifiers using the reducer oper-
ation. To be specific, we are going to initialize a streaming job to send data to the mapper,
the partitioner sends mapper’s output to specific reducers, and each reducer classifies discrim-
inatively between some two classes. The original MNIST dataset was converted into a text
file, in which each line contains a datum. Every line of datum starts with the label (labels
1-10 representing numbers 0-9), and then a space, and then a series of 1024 numbers separated
by lines. The 1024 numbers are quantized from an actual 32x32 image of handwritten digit,
stacked together in a row-major order.

(a) (2 points) How many reducers(i.e., classifiers) are needed?

(b) (3 points) A mapper should print out lines of data. Each line consists of a (key,value) pair
separated by a tab character. How would you design the output of a mapper so that it may
be easily partitioned using org.apache.hadoop.mapred.lib.IndexUpdatePartitioner?
Here is a hint: IndexUpdatePartitioner partitions all data of the same key to the same
reducer. If the number of recuders is equal to the number of distinct keys, the partition
will be one-to-one.

(c) (10 points) Program the mapper using Torch 7. The pre-processing on the data should
be as follows: Local contrast normalization with a 5x5 Gaussian kernel and bandwidth
0.25 → an encoder trained with predictive sparse coding. The pre-trained encoder can
be downloaded from the course website. After that, the 1024 image values are converted
into an 800-dimensional feature vector. To prevent the torch package printing unwanted
information to standard output, you may want to use the torch-lua interpreter instead
of torch, and add require("torch") to each of your source code files.

(d) (5 points) Design a way to save your trained parameter (the weight vectors). In the
design, think about whether a kay field is still needed, if we were to read these outputs
and construct a tester to test on some testing data; or, whether it possible for each reducer
to interact with the world and save some file somewhere.

(e) (10 points) Program the reducer with Hinge loss, using Torch 7 or Vowpal Wabbit. If you
were to use Vowpal Wabbit, you may need to wrap a data preprocessing command for the
mapper’s output. You may have different options in saving your trained parameters, with
standard output (will be caught by the streaming process) or a separate local file who
could be uploaded to HDFS automatically. It may also be better if using some algorithm
other than stochastic gradient descent for better convergence, for example, batch conjugate
gradient.
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(f) (10 points) Program the reducer with Logistic loss, using Torch 7 or Vowpal Wabbit.
Write a tester to test the performance of your classifiers and report which one is better.
You should get a performance comparable to the best MNIST classifiers in the literature
(why?).

3. (40 points) (One-vs-all multiclass classification using hadoop) The goal of this part is to use
the patch-based encoder you get from the experiments of last assignment and create a one-vs-all
multiclass classification.

(a) (5 points) Apparently image files cannot be easily converted into lines of texts. Can you
figure out a way to use the image file stored in the cluster without converting them into
texts, while still working with Hadoop streaming?

(b) (10 points) Similarly to the question before, figure out how many mappers are needed,
what will be the format of a mapper’s output, and what will a mapper do. Program
it. Note that one way to make the image identical is to fit them into the middle of a
256x256 box. To produce the output, you can use a convolution process. Only channel Y
is necessary, but I will not stop you from using the others.

(c) (10 points) Figure out how to store the trained parameters, and program your reducer
with a loss function of your choice. For this part stochastic gradient descent may be the
best choice because you want to discard a sample after it was seen to prevent memory
jams. Test it and report your classification error.

(d) (15 points) If time allowed, do a 2-layer sparse-encoding procedure. The 2nd layer will
be operated on the output of the first which could also be patches of some size (define
a patch size by yourself). Train a same classifier using Hadoop, and report whether it
worked better. Of course, this is still quite far away from the best, for which there was a
fun demo by Matthew Zeiler: http://horatio.cs.nyu.edu/
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